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Abstract. A text-to-speech system must be capable of generating sounds and
pauses with such durations that do not noticeably differ from natural speech.
Currently, the prosodic modelling of Estonian text-to-speech synthesis is largely
based on generalized measurements of speech units in isolated words and sen-
tences, and as a result the synthesized speech is often monotonous and has poor
fluency. In this work the first attempts are made to improve the naturalness of
the output speech of the speech synthesiser with the help of statistical duration
models of fluent speech. The source material consisted of (a) prose read out by
a professional actor, and (b) news broadcasts read by announcers. On the basis
of this material variability of the duration of pauses and boundary lengthenings
was investigated. It turns out that in the case of a read text at normal speech
rate the classification of speech pauses is perfectly possible and can be applied
in speech synthesis. An attempt was also made to establish whether and to what
extent the syntactic parsing of a text is related to the prosodic parsing of speech.
A generalized regression analysis revealed what features are essential in pre-
dicting sound durations in speech and a statistically optimal model was devel-
oped. Curiously the quantity degree of a foot, despite being the cornerstone of
Estonian word prosody, was not a significant feature for prediciting the dura-
tion of a sound on the basis of this material. The results of the modelling were
then compared with the expert opinions of some Estonian phoneticians.

Keywords: Estonian, duration of sounds, pause, statistical modelling, regres-
sion analysis, text-to-speech synthesis.

1. Introduction

The task of text-to-speech synthesis is to convert orthographic text into
natural-sounding speech. For the artificial speech to sound realistic to the
human ear, it should comprise realistic intonation, rhythm and stress
patterns. More specifically, the text-to-speech system must be able to
generate durations of sounds and pauses not notably different from the
values of the actual speech.

Currently, prosodic modelling in Estonian text-to-speech synthesis
(Mihkla, Meister, Eek 2000) is largely based on generalized measurements
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of speech units in isolated words and sentences. The resulting output (syn-
thesized) speech, however, is often monotonous and has poor fluency,
which sets application limitations on the synthesizer. As indicated by Nick
Campbell, the durations of sounds in isolated words or sentences are large-
ly different from durations of sound in the fluent speech (Campbell 2000).
The speech contains complicated temporal patterns, which the text-to-
speech system must be able to imitate for the speech to sound natural.
The availability of oral speech corpuses provides an opportunity to achieve
the text-prosody transformation with the help of statistical models.

In this work the first attempts are made to improve the naturalness of
the output speech of an Estonian speech synthesiser with the help of statis-
tical duration models of fluent speech. We applied the technology of regression
analysis to find out the essential features of sound durations and to compose
a prediction model. The results of modelling the durations are compared
with expert opinions given by Estonian phoneticians. With the aim to pro-
viding for a natural rhythm of the output speech, the relation of pauses and
boundary lengthenings with syntactic parsing of the text is studied.

2. Source material

Because we are concerned with a text-to-speech synthesiser, the source
material was a sample of texts read by announcers. On the basis of one-
to-one correspondence of text and speech, it is possible to move from a
symbol-based representation of prosody to the acoustic one and also to
establish whether and to what extent the syntactic parsing of the text is
related to the prosodic parsing of the speech.

The source material consisted of passages of speech from the CD-ver-
sion of a detective story read by an actor (Stout 2003) and passages of
speech and texts from longer news read by announcers of Estonian Radio.
Altogether, 12 speech passages were analysed, each 1-2 minutes long. All
passages of speech were segmented into sounds and pauses.

3. Analysis of pauses and boundary lengthenings

Prior to the application of a general statistical model, pauses and prepausal
lengthenings in speech were analysed, based on this material. The pauses
and prepausal lengthenings in Estonian speech have been studied cursorily
or intermittently, as a by-product in the context of other tasks. Ilse Lehiste
(1981) verified whether prepausal lengthenings were in correlation with
the length of subsequent pauses and she established an extremely weak
link. Diana Krull (1997) studied prepausal lengthenings in dialogue in two-
syllable words in the context of quantity degree. Arvo Eek and Einar Meister
(2003) looked at end-of-sentence lengthenings on the basis of tempocorpus.
However, they examined only words of a specific structure, and focused
on quantity degree features. Therefore the need became evident to measure,
for Estonian language text-to-speech synthesis, pauses and boundary foot
lengthenings, on the basis of a text read out from real speech.

With a view to analysing the pauses and foot lengthenings, the durations
of pauses derived from the speech wave were measured, and the foot length-
enings were calculated. For the calculation of foot lengthenings, the durations
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of sounds comprising the foot were summed, after which the actual duration
was compared to the mean duration of the given foot structure in the speech
of that announcer. The first hypothesis was to verify whether pauses and foot
lengthenings could be classified (for instance, whether the pauses between
phrases1 differ significantly from the sentence end or paragraph end pauses).

Table 1
Durations of pauses and boundary lengthenings (ms) in speech

Dictors Phrase Sentence Paragraph Phrase Sentence Paragraph
end end end end end end

pauses pauses pauses lengthenings lengthenings lengthenings

Actor1 (m) 352 558 1025 200 220 315
Announcer1 (f) 303 828 902 124 112 117
Announcer2 (m) 286 769 1132 95 90 122
Generalised mean 323 678 1021 155 161 217

Table 1 presents the mean durations of pauses as per announcers and
the generalised mean. Looking at the generalised means suggests that in
case of a text read out at normal speech rate the classification of speech
pauses is fully possible. The statistical analysis of samples corroborates
this surmise. Analysis of pairs of the logarithmic durations of pauses with
the help of a Student t-test reveals that the t-statistic values on signifi-
cance level p = 0.01 noticeably exceed the t-critical two-tail quantile (cf.
Table 2) on probability of significance of hypothesis p < 0.0001. Hence it
seems proved that the mean values of durations of pauses differ and the
classification of pauses is fully possible, which fact could be applied in
speech synthesis. The dispersion and variance however are large; there-
fore in speech recognition, for instance, such classification is to no avail. 

When analysing, with the help of Student t-test the data of foot length-
enings (cf. Table 2) we had to accept the null hypothesis: the foot length-
enings are from samples of the same mean value.

Table 2
Student t-test results for comparison of pairs of sample means 

(Ph-Se — between phrase and sentence, Ph-Pa — between phrase and 
paragraph, Se-Pa — between sentence and paragraph)

Pauses Foot lengthenings
Ph-Se Ph-Pa Se-Pa Ph-Se Ph-Pa Se-Pa

T stat 8.87 12.25 5.91 0.81 0.26 0.65
T critical two-tail 2.62 2.76 2.72 2.65 2.84 2.90
P (T <= t) < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.42 0.79 0.52

Next examined was whether and to what extent the prosodic parsing
of speech correlates with syntactic parsing where the latter is indicated by
punctuation marks and conjunctions. As shown in Table 3, there is
invariably a pause in speech2 at the paragraph end and the sentence end.
In case of a colon and dash too there is a strong correlation between syntax
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and prosody. Half the commas are related to pauses. The least marked in
speech are phrases starting with those co-ordinating conjunctions which
do not require the comma.

Table 3
Connection of pauses and foot lengthenings with the text parsing 

No. of parsings No. of corresponding No. of corresponding
in the text pauses in the speech foot lengthenings in the speech

Cnt % Cnt %

Paragraph end 21 21 100 15 71
Sentence end 58 58 100 39 67
Comma 80 41 51 42 53
Conjunction 22 7 32 12 55
Colon 7 7 100 4 57
Dash 14 13 93 13 93

Among the punctuation marks, lengthening is obviously related to the
dash. Apparently the connotation is suggested by the shape of the sign —
the stretched line prompts the drawl. Suggestive of the link between pauses
and boundary lengthenings is the English term ’prepausal lengthening’.
This term applies, on the basis of this Estonian language speech material,
only 70% of the time (only 143 pauses are preceded by word or foot length-
ening). According to perception tests carried out by I. Lehiste (Lehiste, Fox
1993) Estonian speakers expect significantly less final lengthening on the
last syllable of the sentence than English speakers do.

But if we wish to lend synthetic speech a natural rhythm, it does not
suffice if we just find out the mean durations of pauses and lengthenings.
Instead, we should rather model their durations and temporal positions in
a context-sensitive way.

4. Statistical modelling of segmental durations

Because we are still seeking the most suitable statistical method to predict the
durations, we carried out regression analysis on the basis of partial source
material (passages from the detective story read by the actor). The input data
to the statistical analysis of durations was the sequence of sounds (phonemes)
and sound durations obtained by segmenting the speech wave. On the basis
of a text corresponding to the speech, we formed a vector of features (with
17 features) for every sound. Those argument features were described on
several hierarchical levels (phoneme, syllable, foot, word, phrase and sentence
levels). We proceeded from the presumption that every sound has intrinsic
duration, a vowel belongs to a concrete class of sounds (front vowels, plosive
consonants, nasals etc) whose properties translate to the members of the given
class; and also, that adjacent sounds impact on one another and that the dura-
tion may be influenced by both the word and the sentence structure. The out-
put of the model or the functional feature (response) — duration — was pre-
sented as logarithmic LN (duration), because the logarithmic duration con-
forms more to the normal distribution. Because the argument features (explana-
tory variables) were numerous, an optimum selection had to be made among
them, i.e. we had to locate the features most likely to affect the response.
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Table 4
Summary of fit and the analysis of variance for the regression model of durations

Summary of Fit
Mean of Response –2.7530 R-Square 0.5393
Root MSE 0.2886 Adj R-Sq 0.5368

Analysis of Variance
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Stat Pr > F
Model 26 478.5 18.403 220.87 <0.0001
Error 4906 408.8 0.0862
C Total 4932 887.2

The initial results of statistical modelling of multiple regression analysis
revealed that the model created is statistically significant (cf. Table 4). The
analysis of regression coefficients disclosed that significant features for pre-
dicting the duration of the sound were the class and length  (short or long)
of the current sound, the class of the next sound, the position of the sound
in syllable, the position of the syllable in foot, the length of the word in feet,
and the location of the word in phrase. Curiously the quantity degree of the
foot, despite being the cornerstone of Estonian word prosody, was not a
significant feature for prediciting the duration of a sound. Those modelling
results, however, have been obtained relying on only partial data volumes.
Table 5 presents the features estimated as significant by experts and the
statistically significant argument features obtained by regression analysis.
Acting as experts were six Estonian phoneticians. The conclusions of the
experts and the results of regression analysis coincided on average to 49%. 

Table 5
Expert opinions versus results of regression analysis 

(ExpN — N expert, Reg — results of regression analysis, 
1 — significant explanatory variable, 0 — unsignificant variable)

Explanatory variable Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5 Exp6 Reg

Previous phoneme class 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Previous phoneme length 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Current phoneme class 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
Current phoneme length 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
Next phoneme class 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
Next phoneme length 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Phoneme position in syllable 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Stress of syllable 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Type of syllable 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
Quantity degree of foot 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
Syllable position in foot 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
Length of foot in syllables 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Foot position in word 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
Length of word in feet 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
Word position in phrase 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Length of phrase in words 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
Length of sentence in phrases 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total ”correct” answers 8 11 8 7 9 7
% 47% 65% 47% 41% 53% 41%

Total average 49%
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The analysis of prediction residuals or errors (cf. Figure 1) showed that
in the distribution of errors there were three “data clusters” distanced from
one another. A closer look revealed that the two right-hand clusters were
constituted by pauses. The residuals may be considered, at a visual esti-
mate, to be homoscedastic. 

Figure 1. Residual by predicted values of sound durations: y-axis (R_LN_Y) —
prediction residuals of logarithmic sound durations, x-axis (P_LN_Y) — predicted
values of logarithmic sound durations.

5. Conclusions and future work

This paper has described the preliminary results and the first attempts to
make the prosody of the output speech of a text-to-speech synthesiser of
Estonian more natural. The analysis of prediction errors showed that the
sounds and pauses should be handled separately at analysis. To predict
the duration of sounds and pauses using statistical methods the volume
of material analysed should be expanded, with various methods tested
(e.g. neural networks).  
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ANALIZ  I  MODELIROVANIE  VREMENN\H  HARAKTERISTIK
REÄI  DLQ  ÅSTONSKOGO  TEKST-REÄ≤-SINTEZA

Tekst-reäx-sistema dolwna bytx sposobnoj generirovatx zvuki i pauzy prodol-
witelxnostxœ, kotoraq ne otliäalasx by znaäitelxno ot podobnyh harakteris-
tik v obyänoj reäi. Modelirovanie nastoqYej prosodii åstonskogo tekst-reäx-
sinteza baziruetsq v osnovnom na obobYennyh rezulxtatah izmerenij reäevyh
edinic izolirovannyh slov i predlowenij. Poskolxku vyhodnaq reäx sinteza-
tora zaäastuœ okazyvaetsq monotonnoj, a slitnostx reäi neustojäivoj, öirokoe
ispolxzovanie sintezatora ograniäeno. V dannoj rabote sdelany pervye popyt-
ki uluäöitx estestvennostx vyhodnoj reäi, ispolxzuq dlq åtogo statistiäeskie
modeli slitnoj reäi. V kaäestve ishodnogo materiala sluwili podäitka bel-
letristiäeskogo teksta professionalxnym akterom i ätenie novostej diktorom.
Po åtim materialam issledovalasx variativnostx dlitelxnosti pauz i predpauz-
noe udlinenie. Okazyvaetsq, esli tekst podäitan v normalxnom tempe, to klas-
sifikaciœ pauz vpolne mowno ispolxzovatx v sinteze reäi. Byla predprinqta
takwe popytka vyqsnitx, naskolxko sintaksiäeskoe älenenie teksta svqzano s
prosodiäeskim äleneniem reäi. S pomoYxœ regressionnogo analiza vyqvlqlisx
priznaki, vawnye pri prognozirovanii dlitelxnosti zvukov, i stroilasx statis-
tiäeski optimalxnaq modelx. Udivitelxno, äto stepenx koliäestva reäevogo tak-
ta, kotoraq v åstonskom qzyke qvlqetsq kraeugolxnym kamnem prosodii slova,
otnœdx ne sluwit vawnym parametrom prognozirovaniq dlitelxnosti zvukov  v
dannom materiale. Rezulxtaty modelirovaniq sravnivalisx s åkspertnoj ocenkoj.
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